Art History 490 Agency Interview Response Paper

**Goals:** To better understand the structure, mission, and projects that are generated by the host institution
To learn about and from the agency project supervisor about their role and work
To understand the interests and experiences that led the supervisor to their current work

**Process:** Interview the agency supervisor by asking questions about the above mentioned goals.

Ask if you can email the questions if they cannot give you one on one time.
Keep notes of their responses as a framework for your essay

**Format:** Write a one to two page double-spaced response paper that captures the interview

Informal writing style is fine. Assume the readers are the class as a whole.
Consider your own initial dialogue with the agency supervisor, and the site visit.
Are there ties that you can see with the stated mission of the agency?
Do the in class experiences (video and essays) provide some affinities?

**Class suggestions for interview protocol:**

1. What specific questions can you suggest to ask?
2. How would you define respectful conduct as an interviewer?
3. How will you begin and end the interview? What will you say about yourself?